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ABSTRACT  

   

Production from a high pressure gas well at a high production-rate encounters the 

risk of operating near the choking condition for a compressible flow in porous media. 

The unbounded gas pressure gradient near the point of choking, which is located near the 

wellbore, generates an effective tensile stress on the porous rock frame. This tensile stress 

almost always exceeds the tensile strength of the rock and it causes a tensile failure of the 

rock, leading to wellbore instability.  In a porous rock, not all pores are choked at the 

same flow rate, and when just one pore is choked, the flow through the entire porous 

medium should be considered choked as the gas pressure gradient at the point of choking 

becomes singular. This thesis investigates the choking condition for compressible gas 

flow in a single microscopic pore. Quasi-one-dimensional analysis and axisymmetric 

numerical simulations of compressible gas flow in a pore scale varicose tube with a 

number of bumps are carried out, and the local Mach number and pressure along the tube 

are computed for the flow near choking condition. The effects of tube length, inlet-to-

outlet pressure ratio, the number of bumps and the amplitude of the bumps on the 

choking condition are obtained. These critical values provide guidance for avoiding the 

choking condition in practice. 
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CHAPTER 1   INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, increased worldwide demand for energy has pushed petroleum 

exploration and production to much harsher frontier areas and environments. Production 

wells are increasingly drilled into geologically complex formations and extended to much 

greater depths, some as deep as 10,000 meters below surface. High temperature and high 

pressure formations are frequently encountered at such depths, which present many new 

technological challenges. This is particular true if the formation fluid contains a 

compressible gas, whose in situ pressure can reach more than 100 MPa at 10,000 meter 

depth.  

A highly pressurized compressible gas poses a serious threat of wellbore 

instability, defined as the loss of the mechanical integrity of the bore-hole, as well as gas-

kick and well-blowout during drilling. It can also cause wellbore instability issues even 

during production for wells with open-hole completion. An open-hole completion refers 

to an uncased section of the producing formation (Fig. 1.1). While most completions are 

cased, some are open, especially in horizontal or extended reach wells where it may not 

be possible to cement casing efficiently. It is well documented that open-hole completions 

have higher productivity and greater longevity than their cased-hole counterparts 

(Smejkal, 1995). However, open-hole completion brings reduced wellbore stability. Even 

for cased completions, perforations can also experience borehole instabilities during well 

tests and production. Perforation instability during production is related to the 

phenomenon of sand production for sandstone formations (Fjaer et al, 2008). Unlike 

wellbore stability problems during drilling where the influx of the formation fluids (oil, 

gas) to the wellbore is intentionally prevented by the heavy drilling fluid in the wellbore, 
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in pre-production well tests and production such an influx of the formation fluids into the 

well is desired.  As the reservoir fluid moves toward the wellbore, the fluid pressure 

decreases from the reservoir initial equilibrium pressure at the outer boundary to the well 

flowing pressure in the wellbore. Due to the coupling between the flow and the 

deformation of the fluid-saturated porous rock, this reservoir fluid pressure variation 

associated with the flow changes the effective stress of the formation rocks from the state 

of stress during drilling. This change in the formation effective stress due to the flow of 

the reservoir fluid can make a wellbore unstable even if it was stable during drilling 

operations. Such post-drilling instabilities for boreholes in wells with open-hole 

completions can occur for both steady flow conditions of production and unsteady flow 

conditions of well tests. For high pressure gas wells, post-drilling wellbore stability 

becomes an even more serious issue due to some peculiar properties of high pressure 

compressible gas flow in a porous medium discussed below. 

 

Fig. 1.1 Well completions. (a) Open-hole completion; (b) cased completion with 

perforations. 
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During production, porous media flow of the reservoir fluid in the near wellbore 

region plays a predominant role in determining the production-rate and the mechanical 

integrity of the wellbore 
[1-3]

. In the region away from the wellbore, Darcy’s law 
[4]

 

prevails and the fluid pressure decreases logarithmically as the fluid moves towards the 

wellbore. This logarithmic pressure profile dictates that most of the pressure drop occurs 

near the wellbore. Additionally, the converging radial flow causes the fluid velocity to 

increase continuously and inertial effect becomes important in the near wellbore region. 

This inertial effect induces an additional pressure drop in the near wellbore region for 

high-rate flows (“non-Darcy effect”), which has been traditionally modeled by adding a 

Forchheimer drag term to the Darcy’s equation 
[1, 2]

.  The Forchheimer drag models the 

pressure loss of the fluid associated with the converging and diverging nature as well as 

the tortuosity of the pores in the porous media. If the formation fluid is a compressible 

gas, a large drop in the pressure over a short distance in the near wellbore region can 

cause the gas to expand rapidly. This rapid volumetric expansion can induce an additional 

gas acceleration in the near wellbore region. This volumetric-expansion-induced inertial 

effect differs significantly from that modeled by the Forchheimer drag. For example, for a 

steady compressible radial flow, the convective-inertial term in the momentum equation 

r

r
r


 v
v  produces a term that is proportional to

r


, which can be large.  This gas-

expansion term cannot be obtained from the Forchheimer drag term, and it does not exist 

for incompressible flows.  Furthermore, this gas-expansion effect can cause a highly 

compressible flow in porous media to become choked at high flow-rates, similar to 

choked flows in gas dynamics. It has been shown that choking in porous media cannot be 

predicted from the Darcy-Forchheimer equation, and it is necessary to include gas 
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acceleration in the momentum equation in order to explain such a phenomenon 
[5 - 8]

. 

Recently, Jin et al 
[9]

 have studied the possibility of choking for such high flow-rate gas 

flows near a wellbore. The physical consequence of a choked or nearly-choked flow is 

that the local gas pressure gradient at the point of choking becomes unbounded, while the 

pressure drop remains finite. Because of the coupling between the gas flow and the 

deformation of the porous rock frame, such a large gas pressure gradient generates an 

effective tensile stress on the porous rock frame, which almost always exceeds the tensile 

strength of the rock (which is very small), causing a tensile failure (cave-in) of the 

wellbore if choking occurs near the wellbore (Jing et el, 2011b; Chen, 2012). Thus, 

whether a compressible gas flow in a porous medium is near the choking condition is of 

significant importance for gas production in open-hole completed wells. 

It is noted that previous investigations of choked flow in gas production by Jin et 

al (2012a, b) have utilized the averaged momentum equation for the porous media at a 

macroscopic scale, i.e. the modified Darcy-Forchheimer equation which maintains 

convective acceleration. In reality, however, there is a broad range of pore size 

distribution in a porous rock, and not all pores are choked at the same flow-rate (see Fig. 

1.2). Even if just one pore in the representative elementary volume (REV) is choked, the 

unbounded pressure gradient in this pore will cause the REV-averaged pressure gradient 

to become unbounded, while the REV-averaged pressure itself remains well defined and 

finite. If we compute the REV-averaged pressure first, and then take the gradient of the 

averaged pressure, we will never detect the unbounded pressure gradient present when 

one of the pores is choked. In other words, the gradient of the REV-averaged pressure is 

not the same as the average of the pressure gradient when flow in one of the pores is 
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nearly choked. Thus, as far as the forces exerted by the flowing gas on the porous rock 

frame is concerned, when just one pore is choked, the flow through the entire REV 

should be considered choked. This shows the importance of choking at the pore-scale 

level to the macroscopically averaged porous media flow. It is this reason that we 

propose to study choking condition at a single microscopic pore in this thesis. 

  

Fig. 1.2 Varicose capillary tube and aross-section of a Representative-Elementary-

Volume (REV). A plane perpendicularly intersects with pores with different diameters. 

 

While the real pore geometry is extremely complex and difficult to model, we 

chose to study a prototype varicose pore, expecting that the results from such a simple 

pore can provide the needed insights into the more realistic pores. Thus, in this study, we 

model a pore as a varicose pipe, with multiple bumps  

 

Fig. 1.3 The basic microscopic pore model: A varicose pipe with multiple bumps 

Before we present the details of this work on the varicose pore, however, we first 

review the literature of compressible gas flow in porous media as well as compressible 

gas flow through a straight pipe.  
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1.1 Flow in porous media 

A porous medium is a material consisting of a solid matrix with an interconnected 

void. In a natural porous medium the distribution of pores with respect to shape and size 

is irregular 
[10]

. Flow though porous media is encountered in many branches of 

engineering and science, e.g., ground water hydrology, oil reservoir engineering, soil 

science, soil mechanics and chemical engineering.
[11]

 For example, in hydraulic fracturing, 

which is a process widely used in natural gas well and a topic of current interest in light 

of the huge success of shale gas production in the US, a fracturing fluid is pumped 

though a wellbore at a pressure and flow rate at least sufficient to overcome the 

overburden pressure and to extend a fracture into the rock. The fracturing fluid usually 

carries a proppant such as sand and bauxite, suspended in the fracturing fluid and 

transported into a fracture. The proppant then keeps the formation from closing back 

down upon itself when the pressure is released. The proppant filled fractures provide 

permeable channels through which the formation fluids can flow to the wellbore and 

thereafter be withdrawn. 
[12]

 The proppant-filled fractures along with the formation fluids 

are typically modeled as porous media. In soil science, the soil-plant system along with 

the ground water is another example of porous media. 

In typical porous media flow experiments, the quantities of interest are measured 

over areas that cross many pores, and such space-averaged (macroscopic) quantities 

change in a regular manner with respect to space and time, and hence are amenable to 

theoretical treatment. But on the pore scale (the microscopic scale) the flow quantities 

such as pressure, velocity etc. will be clearly irregular because of the size and shape. 
[3]

 

At the macroscopic level, the simplest description of the flow of a fluid through a porous 
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medium is the Darcy’s law for laminar flow. Henry Darcy (1856) investigated the 

hydrology of the water supply of Dijon and did experiments on steady-state 

unidirectional flow in a uniform medium, which was the flow of water through beds of 

sand. The investigation and experiment revealed a proportion between flow rate and the 

applied pressure difference. In modern notation this is expressed, in refined form, by 

𝐯  −
𝐾

𝜇
∇P 

where 𝐯 is the flow-rate per unit medium area or Darcy-velocity (also named seepage 

velocity), ∇P is the pressure gradient in the flow direction, and μ is the dynamic viscosity 

of the fluid. K is a coefficient independent of the nature of the fluid but depends on the 

geometry of the medium. It is called the specific permeability or intrinsic permeability of 

the medium. For the case of an isotropic medium the permeability is a scalar.
[10]

 

Although Darcy's law was determined experimentally by Darcy, it has been 

derived from the Navier-Stokes equations via homogenization techniques.  Darcy's law 

along with the equation of conservation of mass is equivalent to the groundwater flow 

equation, one of the basic relationships of hydrogeology. Darcy's law is also used to 

describe oil, water, and gas flows through petroleum reservoirs. 

While early research has used the Darcy’s law to describe the flow of the 

formation fluids (oil, gas) to the wellbore, or through the propped fractures (Prats, 1961, 

1962; Cinco-Ley & Samaniego, 1981), it has been well recognized that inertial effect is 

important for such flows at high flow-rates. Darcy’s equation is linear in the Darcy 

velocity v. It holds when v is sufficiently small, which means that the Reynolds number of 

the flow, based on a typical pore or particle diameter, is of order unity or smaller. As v 

increases, the transition to nonlinear drag is quite smooth. The breakdown in linearity is 
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due to the fact that the form drag due to solid obstacles is now comparable with the 

surface drag due to friction. The inertial effect in such flows has been traditionally 

accounted for by adding a quadratic drag (Forchheimer drag) to the Darcy’s equation, and 

the resulting Darcy-Forchheimer equation has been the de facto standard equation in 

ground water hydraulics and petroleum engineering throughout the past few decades for 

treating non-Darcy effects 
[10]

. Indeed, the Darcy-Forchheimer equation has been very 

successful in many such applications.  

The Darcy-Forchheimer equation, however, is not without limitations. For 

example, in the petroleum engineering literature, fluid compressibility has been taken 

into account via the continuity equation and by allowing the density in the Darcy-

Forchheimer equation to depend on the pressure and temperature via the equation-of-state. 

This approach, however, only incorporates weakly compressible effect since the fluid 

compressibility is approximated as a constant instead of pressure-dependent; and 

convective acceleration caused by gas volume expansion is completely ignored. Normally, 

a large drop in gas pressure within a short distance to a gas well can cause the gas to 

expand rapidly. This rapid expansion can induce significant gas acceleration in the near 

wellbore region for a high pressure gas (see discussions above).
[13]  

This leads to the 

consideration of the possibility of choked flow in a porous medium.  We review first, 

however, the classical choked gas flow in a clean pipe.  

 

1.2  Fanno flow and choking condition for compressible flow in a pipe 

The flow of a compressible fluid in a duct is always accompanied by friction. 

Friction, heat transfer, and variation in the cross-sectional area of the duct contribute to 
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changes in the flow properties. Friction is associated with turbulence and viscous shear of 

molecules of the gas; friction is associated also with the movement of gas molecules near 

the walls of the duct. Fanno flow is the adiabatic flow of an ideal gas through a constant 

cross section area duct with friction. It is helpful to describe Fanno flow with a 

temperature-entropy diagram (T-s). Fig. 3 shows a curve in the T-s plane for a given gas 

and fixed values of stagnation temperature, cross section area, and inlet temperature, 

pressure, and entropy. Curves like sketched in Fig. 3 are called Fanno lines. 

Fig. 1.4 The T-s diagram for Fanno flow 

The second law of thermodynamics states that entropy can only remain constant or 

increase for adiabatic flows. For Fanno flow to be consistent with the second law of 

thermodynamics, flow can only proceed along the Fanno line towards point “a”, the 

critical state. The critical state may or may not be reached by the flow. If it is, the Fanno 

flow is choked, and the local pressure gradient is unbounded. In mechanical terms, 

choking refers to a flow regime when the flow rate reaches a maximum and it no longer 

increases with further increase in the pressure drop.  Analogously, for a gas production 

well, the radial flow at the macroscopic level can become choked at a high flow rate; and 

for choked flows, the gas pressure gradient at the wellbore wall can become infinitely 

large.
[7,8]

 Choked flow in porous media is reviewed below. 

Fanno line T 

S 

Constant entropy line 

a 

Pa 

Ta 
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1.3  Choked flow in porous media: macroscopic description 

Perhaps the earliest evidence suggesting that strong compressibility effects can be 

present in some porous media flows came from the extensive experimental work of 

Green & Duwez (1951), who showed that nitrogen flow through porous sintered metals 

can become choked at moderate pressure ratios 
[14]

. Shreeve (1968) studied gas flow 

through a porous plate, and he found that such a flow can become choked and shock 

wave can form at a high flow-rate 
[15]

.  Emanuel & Jones (1968) developed a theory 

analogous to Fanno flow to explain the findings of Shreeve (1968).  This work 

demonstrated the necessity of incorporating gas convective acceleration in the 

momentum equation in order to explain the choking phenomenon
 [16]

.  Beavers & 

Sparrow (1971), Meyer & Smith (1985) studied analytically and experimentally steady 

compressible flows through a porous medium, focusing on the choking condition. 

Beavers & Sparrow (1971) found that the Mach number based on the gas intrinsic 

velocity just inside the entrance to a porous medium can be significantly higher than the 

Mach number ahead of the entrance due to the contraction in the flow area.  This makes 

the flow more susceptible to choking. Meyer & Smith (1985) measured the threshold 

value for the pressure ratio for choked flow in a porous medium and constructed a 

constant cross-sectional area conduit model to predict the choking condition 
[13, 17]

.  

Kodres (1994) proposed a flow-rate and pressure ratio relation based on a constant cross-

sectional area conduit model for compressible heated gas flow through porous media 

which incorporated the choking phenomenon 
[18]

.  Nield (1994) discussed in detail 

suitable models for high speed compressible flows in a porous medium.  He argued that 

the Darcy-Forchheimer equation is not adequate for such flows since inertia associated 
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with gas convective acceleration can become important for compressible flows at a high 

speed.  He showed that without the convective acceleration in the momentum equation, 

choking cannot be predicted 
[19 - 21]

.  The work of de Ville (1996) further demonstrated 

quantitatively that, although both are of inertial origin, the convective acceleration and 

the Forchheimer drag play distinctly different roles in one-dimensional isentropic 

compressible flows in porous media: while the Forchheimer drag always retards the flow, 

the convective acceleration can aid the flow in certain situations. Choking was also 

shown to occur in two-dimensional flows when gas acceleration becomes large. Choking 

will not occur in the absence of convective acceleration 
[22]

. Levy et al (1995) took a 

rigorous approach and established governing equations for compressible flow through 

deformable porous media. The momentum equation of Levy et al (1995) maintains the 

full convective inertial term and has the Forchheimer term arising naturally from a 

quadratic term at the fluid-solid interface. While the approach of Levy et al (1995) is 

more rigorous, the fact that the Forchheimer term arises from the fluid-solid interface is 

consistent with the view that it is a drag force caused by inertial effect, which was 

modeled in an ad hoc fashion by many authors (Nield, 1994) 
[21, 23]

. Thus, there is no 

fundamental difference in the resulting model equations proposed by various authors. We 

also noticed that Ciarletta & Straughan (2006) and Straughan (2008) have derived the 

Jordan-Darcy equation (Jordan, 2005) from the mixture theory which maintains the full 

convective term. The addition of the Forchheimer term is therefore a natural extension of 

this kind of theory 
[24 – 25]

.  

More recently, Jin et al (2010, 2012) have investigated high pressure compressible 

gas flow towards a wellbore in a porous medium (Jin et al 2010, 2012).  They found that 
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for high pressure, high permeability gas reservoirs, gas acceleration near the wellbore can 

become so large that it influences the overall flow significantly. They found a condition 

under which gas acceleration has to be retained in the momentum equation, and 

demonstrated significant changes in the pressure-flow-rate relation for such flows.  When 

gas compressibility becomes important, gas flow-rate is limited by the choking 

phenomenon.  In addition, the pressure gradient at the wellbore wall can become very 

large, and unbounded for choked flows.  Large gas pressure gradient at the wellbore wall 

has significant implications for the stability of the wellbore and the onset of sand 

production due to possible tensile failure of the formation rocks 
[26 – 29]

. Since the pore 

pressure and the radial stress are both equal to the wellbore pressure at the wellbore wall, 

the Terzaghi effective radial stress is zero at the wellbore wall. Thus, if the gradient of the 

pore pressure is larger than the gradient of the radial stress, the pore pressure will be 

larger than the radial stress near the wellbore, causing the Terzaghi effective radial stress 

to become negative, or tensile, in the vicinity of the wellbore wall. This region of 

effective tensile stress can cause a tensile failure of the formation rocks because of the 

low tensile strength of the formation rocks. This kind of tensile failure mechanism has 

been discussed in detail in the literature 
[30 -33]

. What sets apart the high pressure, high 

speed gas flow from other applications is that the existence of such a tensile region near 

the wellbore is guaranteed if the flow is near the choking flow condition, due to the 

unbounded pore pressure gradient at the wellbore wall. It is also noted that in soil 

mechanics, the appearance of a tensile stress caused by seepage or hydrodynamic force 

can lead to reveling, piping, or liquefaction of the soil. 
[34]
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1.4  Scope of the Thesis 

Choked flow is undesirable during petroleum production as it can lead to 

mechanical damage/failure of the wellbore. As discussed above, as far as the forces 

exerted by the flowing gas on the porous rock frame is concerned, when just one pore is 

choked, the flow at the macroscopic level should be considered choked. All existing 

works, however, have employed the macroscopic equations which are clearly incapable of 

describing the situation of choking at the pore-scale level. 

The main focus of the present thesis is to identify the choking condition for a 

compressible gas in a porous medium by studying pore-scale compressible flow. The 

basic model will be a long and narrow duct with bumps on the wall. The number of 

bumps, the amplitude of bumps, and the length of the duct are the factors to be considered. 

Simulations will be carried out to find how these factors affect the choking condition.  

 

1.5  Organization of the Thesis 

Chapter 2 presents the mathematical formulation and methodology used; and 

Chapter3 gives the main results of this thesis. The thesis ends with a summary in Chapter 

4. 
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CHAPTER 2   MECHMATICAL METHOD 

2.1  One-dimensional theory 

2.1.1  Basic model and governing equations for quasi-one-dimensional flow 

A bundle of capillary tubes is frequently used as a simple pore-scale model for 

porous media (Jacob, 1970). For example, the flow through a propped- fracture is 

shown in Fig 2.1. Gas flows through the fine gaps between sand particles. 

 

Fig 2.1 A physical model for the flow in a sand propped fracture. 

The proppant-filled fracture can be considered as a porous medium composed of 

numerous curved capillary tubes. Consider flow through one single microscopic tube. 

We build a symmetric varicose tube model with the first half of the tube being straight 

and the other half with varicose curve shown below in Fig. 2.2. 

 

Fig 2.2 Geometric model of the flow in pipe 

The equation describing the variation of the radius is: 

𝑅(𝑥)  𝑅0 −  ∙
 + tanh[𝑏(𝑥 − 𝐿

2
)]

 
∙ [ − cos 𝑘 (𝑥 −

𝐿

 
)]                (   ) 

𝟐𝝅 𝒌  

   
   
   
   
   
   
𝐑
𝟎

 

L 

𝟐
𝜶

 

Sand particles Gas 
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where x represents the position along the axis. R0 is the original radius of the duct. L is 

the length of the duct.   is the amplitude of the bump, 𝑘 controls the wave number of the 

curved portion of the tube. b is set to be a constant, and the term 
1+tanh[𝑏(𝑥−𝐿

2
)]

2
 is used to 

connect the straight part and varicose part of the tube smoothly. In our computations, we 

set b = 30. 

To simplify the calculation, the formation fluid in the microscopic duct is modeled 

as an ideal gas. The generalized one-dimensional compressible flow can be described 

mathematically using the following conservation equations. These equations are 

applicable to study the combined effect of area change and friction in a constant area duct 

as well as in a various area duct. 

The continuity equation is: 

𝑑𝜌

𝜌
+
𝑑𝐴

𝐴
+
𝑑𝑉

𝑉
                                                       (   ) 

The momentum equation is: 

𝑑𝑝

𝑝
+
𝛾𝑀2

 

4𝑓𝑑𝑥

𝐷𝐻
+ 𝜌𝑉𝑑𝑉                                               (   ) 

where 
v

p

c

c
 is the heat capacity ratio, 4f is the friction factor, DH is the hydraulic 

diameter. We also introduce a local Mach number 

𝑀  
𝑉

𝑎
                                                              (  4) 

where V is the velocity of the gas, RTa  is the speed of sound.  
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Using the definition of Mach number and stagnation temperature, equations (2.2) 

and (2.3) can be expressed as an ordinary differential equation of 1
st
 order with regard to 

Mach number and variable area along x axis. 

𝑑𝑀

𝑑𝑥
 
𝑀( +

𝛾 −  
 𝑀2)

 − 𝑀2
[𝛾𝑀2

4𝑓

𝐷
+
( + 𝛾𝑀2)

 𝑇0

𝑑𝑇0
𝑑𝑥

−
 

𝐴

𝑑𝐴

𝑑𝑥
]             (  5) 

𝑑𝑇0

𝑑𝑥
 in equation (2.5) can be determined from energy equation which can be expressed as  

𝑞(𝜋𝐷)𝑑𝑥  �̇�𝑐𝑝𝑑𝑇0                                               (  6) 

where q is the heat flux at the pipe wall. Since we are considering adiabatic flow, the heat 

flux at the pipe wall is zero. Thus 

𝑑𝑇0
𝑑𝑥

                                                               (  7) 

Given the inlet condition 𝑀(𝑥   )    𝑀1, the 1
st
 order differential equation (2.5) in M 

can be solved to find the Mach number at any location x. When M reaches 1.0, the flow is 

choked.  

Changes in temperature and pressure can be determined from the following 

equations: 

𝑑𝑇

𝑇
 −(𝛾 −  )

𝑀 𝑑𝑀

 + 𝛾−1
2
𝑀2
                                          (  8) 

𝑑𝑝

𝑝
 
 

 

𝑑𝑇

𝑇
−
𝑑𝐴

𝐴
+
𝑑𝑀

𝑀
                                              (  9) 

With the 1D analysis above, we can obtain the profile of Mach number, the 

temperature and the pressure ratio along the duct under the effect of constant friction and 

a variety of cross-sectional areas 
[35]

.   
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2.1.2  Non-dimensionalization 

For adiabatic flow of an ideal gas, we introduce the following length and pressure 

scales: 

𝑅0  𝑥𝑓 , 𝑝𝑖𝑛  𝑝𝑓                                              (    ) 

We define the following dimensionless quantities, 

       �̅�  
𝑥

𝑥𝑓
,   �̅�  

𝐿

𝑥𝑓
,   �̅�  

𝑎

𝑥𝑓
,   �̅�  𝑘 ∙ 𝑥𝑓 , �̅�  

𝑝

𝑝𝑓
               (    )  

To simplify the calculations, the two segments of the pipe are analyzed separately. The 

first part is a straight pipe, the other part of the pipe has cosine curved wall: 

When 𝑥 <
𝐿

2
,  

𝑑𝑀

𝑀
 
 

 

 +
𝛾 −  
 𝑀2

 −𝑀2
𝛾𝑀2

4𝑓𝑑�̅�

 �̅�
                                   (    ) 

where �̅�  
𝑅

𝑅0
  . 

When 𝑥 ≥
𝐿

2
,  

𝑑𝑀

𝑀
 −

 +
𝛾 −  
 𝑀2

 − 𝑀2
∙
− �̅� �̅�sin �̅� (�̅� −

�̅�
 )

�̅�
+
 

 

 +
𝛾 −  
 𝑀2

 −𝑀2
𝛾𝑀2

4𝑓𝑑�̅�

 �̅�
  (    ) 

where �̅�   − �̅� [ − cos �̅� (�̅� −
�̅�

2
)]. 

From the equations above, it can be easily found that the variation of Mach 

number along the x axis is a function of �̅�, �̅�, �̅�, as well as the pressure ratio, which will 

affect the inlet Mach number. In the simulations, we will study how these parameters 

affect the choking condition. 
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2.2  CFD simulation 

In order to fully understand the complicated flow through the curved duct near 

choking condition and the factors that cause the flow to become choked, the approximate 

quasi-one-dimensional theory may not be accurate enough and a high resolution solution 

for velocity, pressure and temperature distributions may be required. To this end, we will 

use more powerful computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools to study the choking 

condition. 

2.2.1  Geometry and mesh generation 

The axisymmetric geometry of the pipe is shown in Fig. 2.2. In this work, we will 

change the parameters �̅�, �̅�, �̅�  and study how these parameters affect the choking 

condition. Since the pipe is modeled as axisymmetric, only the upper half of the pipe is 

considered in the simulation. 

In CFD, there are essentially three different meshes: structured mesh, unstructured 

mesh and half-structured mesh. Using structured mesh, we can control the density of the 

mesh in any direction; however, such a meshing method may not be able to adapt to 

complicated shape. Unstructured mesh adapts well to complicated shape. The operation is 

easy, but meshing quality is not as good as structured mesh. Half-structured mesh is a 

combination of structured and unstructured mesh. It uses structured mesh in the area with 

regular shape, and unstructured mesh in irregular areas. Normally, numerical computation 

has the following three requirements for mesh generation: body-fitted, smooth, 

reasonable density and good orthogonality. 

In the current geometric model, the structure is not complicated, and structured 

mesh is the best choice. High quality of the mesh near the axis is important to obtain 
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accurate velocity and pressure profile on choking condition, especially around the 

choking area. The mesh is mainly uniform, and grids near the axis and wall are finer, as 

shown in Fig. 2.3. 

 

Fig. 2.3 Part of the Mesh Scheme 

2.2.2  Governing equation, basic numerical method in FLUENT 

The Reynolds number of our model is around 10
5 

to 10
6
 based on a rough estimate. 

Since we are investigating the condition approaching choked flow, the flow is still 

subsonic. The chocking area where the Mach number approaches 1.0 is referred to as the 

transonic flow regime, where compressibility effects become important. 

Compressible flow is governed by the continuity, Navier-Stokes, energy and state 

equations where all the fluid properties are variable. For turbulent compressible flow, 

these governing equations are essentially time-averaged using RANS method and the 

resulting solution is for the mean quantities. The equations can be solved using an 

appropriate turbulence model. For steady two-dimensional mean flow, the governing 

equations of the turbulent model can be expressed in terms of tensor notation as follows: 

 

(1) The continuity equation is given by: 

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
(𝜌𝑢�̅�)                                                      (   4) 
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(2) The Navier-Stokes equations are given by: 

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
(𝜌𝑢�̅�𝑢�̅�)  

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
(𝑡𝑖𝑗 + 𝜏𝑖𝑗) −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥𝑖
                           (   5) 

where 𝑡𝑖𝑗  and 𝜏𝑖𝑗 are the laminar and turbulent stresses, respectively, with the following 

definitions : 

𝑡𝑖𝑗  𝜇 [(
𝜕𝑢�̅�
𝜕𝑥𝑗

+
𝜕𝑢�̅�

𝜕𝑥𝑖
) −

 

 
𝛿𝑖𝑗
𝜕𝑢𝑘̅̅ ̅

𝜕𝑥𝑘
]                           (   6) 

where µ is the fluid viscosity, 𝛿𝑖𝑗  is the Kronecker delta: 𝛿𝑖𝑗    when 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗  and 

𝛿𝑖𝑗    when 𝑖  𝑗; and 

𝜏𝑖𝑗  𝜇𝑡 [(
𝜕𝑢�̅�
𝜕𝑥𝑗

+
𝜕𝑢�̅�

𝜕𝑥𝑖
) −

 

 
𝛿𝑖𝑗
𝜕𝑢𝑘̅̅ ̅

𝜕𝑥𝑘
] −

 

 
𝛿𝑖𝑗𝜌𝑘              (   7) 

where 𝜇𝑡  is the turbulent viscosity and k is the kinetic energy of turbulence. 𝜇𝑡  is 

computed by combining k and 휀 as follows: 

𝜇𝑡  𝜌𝐶𝜇
𝑘2

휀
                                                     (   8) 

𝐶𝜇 is the model constant, and 휀 is the dissipation rate of k. Standard k-epsilon model is 

suitable for our model and it is one of the most commonly used turbulence models in 

commercial CFD.  

(3) Two Transport equations 

The standard 𝑘 − 휀 model is a model based on model transport equations for the 

turbulence kinetic energy (k) and its dissipation rate (휀).  

In the derivation of the 𝑘 − 휀  model, the assumption is that the flow is fully 

turbulent, and the effects of molecular viscosity are negligible. The turbulence kinetic 
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energy, k, and its rate of dissipation, 휀 , are obtained from the following transport 

equations: 

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖
(𝜌𝑘𝑢�̅�)  

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
[(𝜇 +

𝜇𝑡
𝜎𝑘
)
𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑗
] + 𝐺𝑘 + 𝐺𝑏 − 𝜌휀 − 𝑌𝑀         (   5) 

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖
(𝜌휀𝑢�̅�)  

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
[(𝜇 +

𝜇𝑡
𝜎𝜀
)
𝜕휀

𝜕𝑥𝑗
] + 𝐶1𝜀

휀

𝑘
(𝐺𝑘 + 𝐶3𝜀𝐺𝑏) − 𝐶2𝜀𝜌

휀2

𝑘
      (   6) 

In these equations, 𝐺𝑘 represents the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to the 

mean velocity gradients, 𝐺𝑏  is the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to 

buoyancy, YM represents the contribution of the fluctuating dilatation in compressible 

turbulence to the overall dissipation rate. 𝐶1𝜀, 𝐶2𝜀, 𝐶3𝜀, 𝜎𝑘 and 𝜎𝜀 are constants.  

The model constants 𝐶1𝜀, 𝐶2𝜀, 𝐶𝜇, 𝜎𝑘 and 𝜎𝜀 have the following default values: 

𝐶1𝜀    44, 𝐶2𝜀    9 , 𝐶𝜇     9, 𝜎𝑘     , 𝜎𝜀       

These default values have been determined from experiments for fundamental turbulent 

flows including frequently encountered shear flows like boundary layers, mixing layers 

and jets as well as for decaying isotropic grid turbulence. They have been found to work 

fairly well for a wide range of wall-bounded and free shear flows. 

(4) Energy equation is given by: 

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
(𝜌𝑢�̅�𝑒𝑇)  

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
[(
𝑘𝑇
𝑐𝑣
+
𝜇𝑡
𝑃𝑟𝑡
)
𝜕𝑒𝑇
𝜕𝑥𝑗

] +
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
[𝑢�̅�(𝑡𝑖𝑗 + 𝜏𝑖𝑗)] −

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
(𝑢�̅�𝑝) 

+
𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
[(𝜇 +

𝜇𝑡
𝜎𝑘
)
𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑗
] −

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
[(
𝑘𝑇
𝑐𝑣
+
𝜇𝑡
𝑃𝑟𝑡
)
𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑗
(𝐾 + 𝑘)] (   7) 

where kT is the thermal conductivity, cv is the specific heat at constant volume, Prt is the 

turbulent Prandtl number taken as 0.91, and eT is the total energy which is defined as 
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e𝑇  𝑒 + 𝐾 + 𝑘. Where e is the internal energy (c𝑣T) and K is the kinetic energy of the 

mean flow, K    5(u̅2 + v̅2) [36 -38]
. 

 

2.2.3  FLUENT simulation 

(1)  Using the solver.  

In ANSYS FLUENT, two solver technologies are available: pressure-based and 

density-based. Both solvers can be used for a broad range of flows, but in some cases one 

formulation may perform better. The pressure-based solver traditionally has been used for 

incompressible and mildly compressible flows. The density-based approach, on the other 

hand, was originally designed for high-speed compressible flows. Both approaches are 

now applicable to a broad range of flows (from incompressible to highly compressible), 

but the origins of the density-based formulation may give it an accuracy (that is shock 

resolution) advantage over the pressure-based solver for high-speed compressible flows. 

Thus we choose the density-based solver for this research. The simulation is steady state 

and the model is axisymmetric. 

 

(2)  Choosing the viscous model.  

As discussed in 2.2.2, the standard k-epsilon is chosen as our viscous model. 

Standard k-epsilon model becomes the workhorse of practical engineering flow 

calculations because of its robustness, economy, and reasonable accuracy for a wide 

range of turbulent flows. The turbulent kinetic energy, k is calculated by 

𝑘  
 

 
(𝑢𝑎𝑣𝑔𝐼)

2                                                (   8) 
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where  𝑢𝑎𝑣𝑔 is the mean flow velocity, I is the turbulent intensity defined as the ratio of 

the root-mean-square of the velocity fluctuations, 𝑢′, to the mean velocity, 𝑢𝑎𝑣𝑔 . The 

turbulence intensity at the core of a fully-developed duct flow can be estimated from the 

following formula derived from an empirical correlation for pipe flows: 

𝐼  
𝑢′

𝑢𝑎𝑣𝑔
    6(𝑅𝑒𝐷𝐻)

−1 8                                  (   9) 

At a Reynolds number of about 10
5
, the turbulence intensity is 4%. 

 

(3)  Boundary conditions. 

First, the operating pressure is set to be zero, because operating pressure is less 

significant for higher-Mach-number compressible flows. The pressure changes in such 

flows are much larger than those in low-Mach-number compressible flows. It is 

conventional to use absolute pressure in such calculation. Also, for the gas flow in the 

pipe, gravity can be ignored compared to the high pressure. 

The inlet temperature is 300K; the thermal condition is adiabatic. For all models, 

the inlet static pressure is set to be 10MPa, the input total pressure will be calculated by 

𝑃0  𝑃 ( +
𝛾 −  

 
𝑀1
2)
𝛾 (𝛾−1) 

                          (    ) 

M1, as well as the outlet pressure of choking condition can be estimated from 1D analysis.  

 

(4) Setting fluid material.  

In the current work, the fluid is modeled as an ideal gas, and gravity is not 

considered.  
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(5) Solution methods 

The difficulties associated with solving compressible flows are a result of the high 

degree of coupling between the flow velocity, density, pressure and energy. Pressure 

option is set as standard, and the pressure-velocity coupling option is set to the SIMPLE 

algorithms. Reasonable limits for the temperature and pressure are set to avoid solution 

divergence. The momentum, turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation rate and 

energy equation are set as first order upwind. 

 

(6)  Standard of convergence 

The convergence criteria about continuity equation and velocity on x, y directions 

are both 10
-4

, the convergence criteria of the energy equation is 10
-5

. 

After finishing all the settings above and executing the initialization, the 

numerical simulation begins. After about 20,000 iterations, the residuals of different 

variables meet the convergence criteria. 

 

2.2.4  Convergence and grid independence study 

There are differences between numerical simulation solution and the exact solution, 

which are mainly caused by discretization error. The magnitude of the discretization error is 

related to the truncation error. Under the same time step, the discretization error becomes 

smaller along with finer mesh. In general, the mesh used for numerical computation needs to 

satisfy the requirement that the residual stays the same upon further refinement of the mesh. 

Grid independence analysis is to check the influence of the size of the grid on the 

numerical simulation result. One of the representative values, the maximum Mach number in 

the pipe, is chosen to check whether the grid is fine enough for the simulation. The trial 
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model is the simplest model with one bump and �̅�  
𝐿

𝑥𝑓
    . First, we keep the grid 

uniform and change the number of nodes in both x and y directions. The grid is refined 7 

times, and the results are shown in Fig.2.2 below. 

 

Fig. 2.4 Grid independent check 

As shown in Figure 2.4, when the number of nodes are 26x1600, the maximum Mach 

number stays nearly unchanged with further mesh refinement, which indicates the uniform 

grid is fine enough for an accurate simulation.  
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CHAPTER 3   RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1  One-dimensional Analysis  

First, a basic model with only one bump is selected to study under what condition 

the flow will become choked (Fig. 3.1). The friction factor is set to be 0.002, 

the radius is 𝑅0  𝑥𝑓    5𝑐𝑚, the inlet static pressure is 𝑝𝑖    𝑀𝑃𝑎, �̅�     ,

 ̅     , �̅�  
𝜋

50
   Based on the equations (2.5) and (2.9), with a given initial Mach 

number, the Mach number as well as the pressure along the x axis will be calculated.  

 

Fig. 3.1 Geometry of the basic pipe 

At any cross-section, the Mach number is a maximum at the centerline. The 

centerline Mach number changes along the tube for any given outlet-to-inlet pressure 

ratio. As shown in Fig. 3.2, as the prescribed outlet-to-inlet pressure ratio decreases, the 

maximum Mach number along the x-axis increases. When this pressure ratio drops to 

0.8069, the Mach number reaches unity, indicating the flow is being choked. 
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Fig. 3.2 Variation of max Mach number as the initial Mach number increases 

This choked flow condition is established at the point of minimum flow area. In 

our case, the maximum Mach number approaches 1.0 when the entrance Mach number is 

about 0.36272, which corresponds to a pressure ratio 𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑝𝑖𝑛    8 69   Mach number 

increases as the duct converges, and in the subsequent area expansion the flow returns to 

subsonic flow conditions, decelerating with a pressure rise. The variation of the Mach 

number and pressure ratio along the x-axis at this choking condition is shown in Fig. 3.3 

and Fig.3.4, respectively 
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Fig. 3.3 Mach number along x-axis at choking condition 

 

Fig. 3.4 Pressure ratio along x axis at choking condition 
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3.2  ANSYS FLUENT Two-dimensional Analysis  

For the same model as in 3.1, the inlet and outlet pressures used as the boundary 

conditions for the 2D simulation can be estimated from the 1D analysis. The results 

converged after about 20,000 iterations. The Mach number contour of the top half of 

the duct is shown below. 

 

Fig. 3.5 Contour of Mach number along the tube. The Mach number color scale is posted 

above the contour plot. Choking occurs at the minimum tube area, located at x = 76.5. 

 

It is known that the maximum velocity occurs on the axis of the duct, the variation 

of Mach number and pressure along the axis is shown below. 

 

Fig. 3.6 Variation of Mach number along the axis 
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Fig. 3.7 Variation of Pressure along the axis 

From the figures above, it’s obvious that the shapes of the Mach number and 

pressure ratio curves are similar to those obtained from the 1D analysis. Comparison 

between 1D and 2D simulations are shown in Fig. 3.8, and Fig. 3.9 for the Mach number 

and the pressure, respectively. It is observed that except the peak Mach number, there are 

considerable differences in the computed Mach numbers, in particular, the exit Mach 

numbers. The 1D analysis always under-predicts the Mach number. On the other hand, 

the pressure predictions agree with each other quite well, except the pressure at the point 

of choking. 
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Fig. 3.8 1D and FLUENT 2D results comparison for Mach number 
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Fig. 3.9 1D and FLUENT 2D results comparison for pressure ratio. 

3.3  Results and Discussions 

Many simulations have been performed to explore how the length, the size of the 

bump and the number of bumps affect the choking condition. When the radius of the duct 

is fixed to 0.5cm, these variations will be reflected in the changes in the dimensionless 

parameters �̅�, �̅�, �̅�.  In all calculations, the inlet static pressure is fixed at 10 MPa, and we 

search for the choking conditions. 

First, the size of bump and number of bumps are fixed,  ̅     , �̅�  
𝜋

50
. For 5 

models with different lengths, the choking condition all occurs in the narrowest place 

along the duct.  While they all have the same entrance pressure, the corresponding 

entrance and exit Mach numbers, as well as the exit pressure, are all different. Fig. 3.10 

P
ressu

re P̅
 (P

/P
in ) 
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shows the centerline Mach number variation along the tube for each of these five 

different tubes when the flow is choked. 

 

Fig. 3.10 Comparison of the Mach number variation curves at the choking 

condition for 5 pipes 

The Mach number comparison curves show that for longer tubes, the inlet Mach 

number needed for the flow to reach choking condition is smaller. At the same time, 

the outlet exit Mach number is larger for the longer duct. This is due to the fact that a 

longer pipe allows the air to gain more energy from friction. 
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Fig. 3.11 Comparison of pressure ratio variation curve at the choking condition 

for 5 different pipes 

Fig. 3.11 shows the accompanying pressure variation curves along the tube. It is 

observed that when the inlet pressure is fixed, the longer the duct, the lower the exit 

pressure. In other words, a higher inlet-to-outlet pressure ratio is required for the flow to 

become choked at the minimum area cross-section. Fig. 3.12 shows the variation of the 

critical pressure ratio Pin/Pout for choking as a function of the pipe length when the 

amplitude of bump is  ̅     . 
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 Fig. 3.12 Variation of the critical pressure ratio for choking with regard to length  

The amplitude of the bump is also an important factor that needs to be considered. 

The parameter   controls the size of bump. For each length of the model, we compute for 

 ̅     ,  ̅     ,  ̅     .  

 (a) 

 (b) 

 (c) 

Fig 3.13 (a) Geometry of pipe with  ̅      (b)  ̅      (c)  ̅      
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Several simulations have been carried out to find the pressure ratio and variation 

of Mach number along the duct at the choking condition, which are shown in Fig. 3.14 

and Fig. 3.15. 

 

Fig 3.14 Mach number variation for 3 models on choking condition 

From the Fig. 3.14 above, it can be seen that choking condition still occurs at the 

same cross-section for models with different amplitudes. For bumps with a larger 

amplitude, Mach number increases faster since the cross-sectional area decreases faster. 

Thus, choking condition could occur with a lower inlet flow velocity. Fig. 3.15 for the 

pressure variation for the 3 models on choking condition shows that for larger amplitude 

ducts, the choking condition occurs with a higher outlet pressure. In other words, a much 

smaller inlet-to-outlet pressure ratio is needed to cause a choked flow. This highlights the 

danger of a partially blocked pore: since it only requires a small pressure ratio to choke 

the flow in the pore, this choked condition will not be detected from the macroscopic 

theory!  
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Fig 3.15 Pressure variation for 3 models on choking condition 

The same simulations are performed with length of the duct ranging from 

�̅�      to �̅�  6  .  When one bump, the variation of the pressure ratio for different 

length and amplitude is shown in Fig. 3.16. It is concluded that for the same number of 

bumps, the longer the duct is, the higher the pressure ratio (𝑃𝑖𝑛 𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡)  is needed to reach 

the choking condition. For a fixed length, the bigger the bump amplitude, the lower the 

pressure ratio is needed to reach the choking condition.  
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Fig 3.16 Variation of the critical pressure ratio for choking for pipes with 1 bump 

and different length and amplitude. 

The last factor to consider is the number of bumps. Simulations have been 

performed with 1 to 4 bumps for pipes with same length and same bump amplitude. The 

computed Mach number distribution along the duct with length of �̅�  5   and 

amplitude of  ̅      are shown in Fig. 3.17 below. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 
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(d) 

Fig 3.17 Mach number along the axis with (a) 1bump  

(b) 2 bumps (c) 3 bumps (d) 4 bumps 

 

From Fig. 3.17, it is seen that choking condition still all occur at the narrowest 

cross-section along the duct. For models with more than one bump, choking will first 

occur at the bump near the outlet. 

Fig. 3.18 shows the variation of the critical pressure ratio (Pout/Pin) at choking 

condition for different lengths and number of bumps. In general, as the number of bumps 

increases, the critical pressure ratio Pout/Pin increases, indicative of a choking condition 

that is becoming easier to reach. However, as the number of bumps changed from 3 to 4, 

increase in this critical pressure ratio becomes very small. This is much more pronounced 

for shorter ducts, such as �̅�      and �̅�      , where the change in the critical 

pressure ratio is nearly negligible.  
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Fig 3.16 Variation of critical pressure ratio for choking with different number of 

bumps and pipe lengths.
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CHAPTER 4   CONCLUSION 

As alluded to in the Introduction, choked flow is undesirable during petroleum 

production. The aim of the current thesis is to provide some guidance to avoid such 

choking condition from a pore-level analysis of the porous media flow. Our basic model 

is a compressible gas flow in a single microscopic pore with varicose cross-section. Our 

study shows that with one bump, choking condition will occur at the point of minimum 

flow area. With more than one bump, choking condition will occur at the narrowest point 

of the bump closest to the duct outlet. Choking condition will be easier to reach with a 

decreasing pressure ratio (Pout/Pin), since decreasing pressure ratio raises the mass flow-

rate. The only way to avoid choking condition is to produce fluid at a pressure ratio larger 

than the critical pressure ratio for choking. 

In our investigation, the length of the pore, the amplitude of the bump and the 

number of bumps are considered as three major factors affecting the choking condition. 

With the other factors remain the same, as the length of pore increases, the critical 

pressure ratio Pout/Pin required for choking decreased almost linearly. This shows that for 

shorter pores, a larger outlet pressure or well flowing pressure) is required to prevent 

choking. In the case of a fractured-well, this means that longer fractures are preferred. 

Bump amplitude is also a significant factor on the choking condition. A larger 

amplitude increases the risk of a pore getting choked. In the case of a propped fracture, 

this suggests that use of smaller sand particles. 

In general, increasing the number of bumps increase the possibility of choking. 

The relationship between the number of bumps and the critical pressure ratio Pout/Pin does 

not change linearly with the number of bumps used. The critical pressure ratio doesn’t 
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change much as the number of bumps becomes large. Compared with the effect of the 

number of bumps, bump amplitude plays a more significant role affecting the critical 

pressure ratio for choking.  

The study indicates that for a propped fracture, longer fractures and smaller size 

of sand particle will be effective for preventing choking. 
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